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Series Expansions of   WKm(z) Involving

Parabolic Cylinder Functions

By R. Wong* and E. Rosenbloom

Abstract. In this paper, an explicit error bound is obtained for an expansion of the

Whittaker function, Wk,m(z), in series of parabolic cylinder functions. It is also shown that

the Whittaker function may be asymptotically represented as the sum of two products

where one product involves a parabolic cylinder function and the other product involves

the first-order derivative of this function.

1. Introduction. It has been known from the work of Erdélyi [2, p. 124] that the

Whittaker function Wk,m(z) can be expanded in terms of the parabolic cylinder

functions, Dv(z). The usual form of this expansion is given by

(1.1) Wk,m(z2) = 2I/4-Vz { £ (~^ Z>2t_x_1/2(zV2) + /d .
I x-o (2zV2) )

where R„ denotes the remainder term. Unless 2m is half of an odd integer, the series is

divergent. In the case when 2m is half of an odd integer the series terminates at a

finite stage.

It is therefore desirable to have an accurate estimate of the remainder R,. In [3],

Erdélyi obtained an explicit upper bound for R,, in the case when |arg z\ < Jir and/?

was large. However, a detailed study of the behavior of this bound and the behavior of

£>„(ZV2) indicates that Erdélyi's estimate is insufficient to yield the asymptotic nature

of the series.

The purpose of this paper is two-fold. We first show in Section 2 that Erdélyi's

result can be considerably improved (see Theorem 1), and that the new estimate is

sufficient to indicate the asymptotic character of the series in (1.1). Next, we obtain, in

Section 3, an asymptotic expansion of the form

(1.2) Wk,m(z2) ~ D2k.U2(z\/2) £ -2^175 + Z>2t_1/2(z\/2) £ -.áíTS ,
a-0 Z „_0 Z

where the coefficients c, and d, are constants independent of z. It should be pointed

out that Erdélyi [3] did mention the possibility of such a representation in the special

case when 2m is half of an odd integer. However, the result for the general case appears

to be new and its proof requires our estimate for R,, given in (2.7).

2. Estimation of R„. The Whittaker function Wk¡m has the integral representation

[2, p. 73],
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(2.1) Wk,m(z2) = z exp [z2/2 + (m + * - k}ri] f exp [-u2]H{2]l(2zu)u2k du,

where //"'(co) is the Hankel function of order v, and the contour Y runs from — °° to

+ co and passes above the singularity at the origin. If — £x < arg w < §x, it is well

known [4, p. 219] that

(2.2) aj» = (-?-Y" exp [/(« - |w - |X)][£ (~1)X("];X) + rp(«)l ,
w/ Lx-o      (2(0)) -I

provided that/? + % > |Re c|. The remainder rv satisfies the inequality

cos VX

cos Re n

|(Rey, j>)|

(2 [coir
(2.3) |r,(«)| á ô(argco)

where

0(<p) = sec ip if — x/2 < ip ^ 0,

(2.4) =1 if 0 <: <p g x,

=  —seep ifx ^ p < §x.

Substituting for //¿u in (2.1) and integrating term-by-term, we obtain, as did Erdélyi,

the series representation (1.1) and the expression

(2.5) R, - -7- 2*~1/4 exp [(| - *)xi + ¿z2]/?,,
\/x

where

(2.6) R\ =   f exp [-h2 + 2izH]ii2i_l/2rp(2zH) ¿w.

Theorem 1. Ifp + § > 2 I Re m| a/ia> + | ^ 2 Re k, then

(2.7) |ÄP| = ^sec-^iargz2) |exp [-z2/2]z2*-2*-1/2|

for I arg z\ < \t, where

n «\ n    - ^.t-i/4 ov„ r,Tm ,,    ,      Icos 2mx|       1(2 Re m, p)\
(2.8) Bv — 2 exp [ Im A:  x]-;-—-:-75-

I cos 2 Re »ix I 4

Proof. On making the substitution « = zw, we can rewrite ÄP as

(2.9) /?, = z2k+U2 f   exp [-zV - 2.»]w2i-1/2rI>(2wz2) dw,
Jv,

where r' is the image of T. From (2.2), it is readily seen that the integrand in (2.9) is

regular in the w-plane cut along the negative imaginary axis. Then, according to

Cauchy's integral theorem, the integral along the path r" can be replaced by an integral

along the straight line Im w = 1. Thus, formula (2.9) becomes

(2.10) Rp = z2k+1/2 f    exp [-zV + 1)](* + i)2k~1/2rP(2z2(x + /)) dx.

The cut w-plane and the paths of integration are illustrated below.
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»'-plane

To estimate R^,, we use (2.3). Hence,

cos 2/mx
1^1 =

(2.11)
cos 2 Re /nx

|(2 Re m, p)\
Av

_/_        2s   i       _   r 2t   2fc-2p+l/2|     / i r 2    2n/        i      .\2fc-p-l/2    ,    i
•sec(argz ) |exp [— z ]z |   /      |exp [—z x ](x + i) ¿fcc|.

V —00

Since /? + 5 ¡g 2 Re A;, the integral on the left-hand side of (2.11) is dominated by

(2.12) /WOr/Rez2),

where ßk is 1 or exp{ — x(2 Im A:)} according to Im k = 0 or Im k ^ 0. Therefore

(2.13)
l*,| =s ß*V*

cos 2 MIX

cos 2 Re /Mx

sec""(arg z2) |exp[—z+z

(2 Re m,p)\

4"

A combination of the results (2.5) and (2.13) then gives the desired estimate (2.7).

This completes the proof of Theorem 1.

Remark. When/i + § > 2 |Re m\ and/? + \ < 2 Re k, one can obtain an upper

bound which is similar to (2.7). In this case, the integral in (2.11) is dominated by

(2.14) 2ß, f exp[-(RezV](^2 + l)2*'*-*"1'2 dx.
Jo

If Re z2 ̂  1, then the last integral in its turn is dominated by

(2.15)
2ßk

V(Re z2) J0
[   exp[-í2](í2 + 1)

2 Re k-p-1/2
dt

\/(Re z)
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Therefore, a constant B, can again be found such that the result (2.7) holds for

Rez2 = 1.

3. Proof of (1.2).   If in Theorem 1 we restrict z to the sector |arg z| g \ir — 5,

5 > 0, then (2.7) gives

(3.1) R, = 0(exp[-z72]z2*-2,,-1/2)    as \z\ -> œ ,

provided that p > 2 |Re m\ — \. Furthermore, (1.1) can now be written in the form

WkAz2)

= 2I/4"V* Í£ ^jÍ D2M/2(zV2) + 0(exp[-z72]z2i-2"-1/2)} .
U-o (2zV2) >

uniformly in arg z, as z -> » in |arg z| ^ \ir — h. The constant implied in symbol 0

is independent of arg z. Since

(3.3) Dy(z\/2) ~ (zV2)' exp[-z2/2]

as z —» œ in | arg z| < f x, the condition p > 2 |Re m\ — § in Theorem 1 can also be

removed. Hence, (3.2) holds for all/» = 1.

Theorem 2. As z —* <» in |arg z| g |x — 5, then, for any fixed N ^ 0,

(3.4)

2*-./V,/2^ m(z2} = D2t_i/2(zv/2){¿ % + o(-¿)}

uniformly with respect to arg z. The coefficients a¡ and b¡ are given in (3.12).

To prove this theorem we shall use the following result given in [5].

Lemma. For each X ^ 0, we have

(3.5) D,-x(z) =  DÄz)Px(z) + Z>i(z)Gx-i(z),

where P\(z) and ßx-i(z) are polynomials of the form

£X/2

(3.6) Px(z) =   £ PKkZX~2k,
k-0

su-n/2

(3.7) Gx-i(z)=      £     q,.i,kz"-(2k+1\
k-0

The coefficients pk¡k and q\-i,k can be successively determined from the recurrence

relations

(3.8) (X - v + l)Px+2(z) = Px(z) - z/Viiz),

(3.9) (K-v+ l)Öx+i(z) = Ox-i(z) - zQyiz),

with P0(z) = 1, Pi(z) = z/2p, ß_j(z) = 0 a«d ß0(z) = \/v.

Proof of Theorem 2. If we replace// by 27V + 3, then the finite sum in (1.1) can be

expressed in the form
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.     2^   (2 m, X)
D2k.W2(z\/2)  £ -—7I7x Px(zV2)

(3.10) x-° (2zV2)

+ D'2k.U2(zy/2)222 ^—0,-1^2).
x-i (2z\/2)

Replacing Px and QX-i by their respective sums given in (3.6) and (3.7), and inter-

changing summation signs, we obtain

(3.11)

where

{N+l

D2k.W2(zV2) £ %
1-0 z1-0

N

+    a02Jfe-l/2(ZA/2)   £  -ÎTTT   +   R2N+% }   ,
1-0 Z

2N+2   /«>_.     \\ 1 2ÍV + 2 /T ,v
/• «^ 1   ^ (2/M, X) . 1      "Ki1
(3.12) a, = T7 2-, —IÏ—Px.i    and    ¿>, = tttï/2   2^   tfx-i.¡

¿   xè21      2 ¿        Xï2i + i 2

The final result (3.4) now follows from (3.1), (3.3) and

(3.13) D',(zV2) ~ (-|)(zV2)'+1 exp[-z2/2]

as z —» co in |arg z| < Jx.
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